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What is a Scholarship
Repository?
The University of Missouri School of Law
Scholarship Repository is a freely
accessible, online database for the
scholarship of the Law School, including
faculty publications, law journals published
by students, and more.
The Scholarship Repository is actively
indexed by Google making the scholarship
of our school visible globally.

A Service of the University of Missouri
School of Law Library
A Service of the University of Missouri
School of Law Library
The Law Library provides the support of the
Scholarship Library as a service to the Law
School. On behalf of the school, the Law
Library will manage:


Copyright requests to journals



Copyright requests to authors and
second authors



Upload scholarship to the repository



Provide usage reports to faculty on
the downloads generated by their
scholarship



Answer open-access and copyright
questions

University of Missouri
School of Law
Scholarship Repository

University of Missouri School of Law Library
226 Hulston Hall
Columbia, MO 65211-4190
573-882-4597 (Administration)
573-884-9150 (Collection Management)
mulawrepository@missouri.edu

Open access scholarship unlocks
the doors between our scholarship
and the needs of the world.

scholarship.law.missouri.edu

The Vision
The University of Missouri School of Law
Scholarship Repository seeks to provide open
access to scholarship, research and culture
created at the Law School. We do this in order
to raise the
visibility of the
University of Missouri
excellent work
School of Law
being produced
by our faculty,
staff and
students.
Currently, the
Scholarship Repository hosts the full text of
the academic publications of our faculty for we
which we have received permission from the
author and for which we have cleared
copyright. For the items that don’t yet have
copyright permission, we have provided basic
information about the article. In addition, we
have loaded the full-text of the archives of
The Missouri Law Review and The Journal of
Dispute Resolution.

Working Together

Moving Forward
Future Phases for the Repository
Faculty publications: Add professional journal articles for
faculty, continue adding academic works, investigate
possibilities of adding books, chapters and essays
published by faculty.
Journals: Add The Missouri Bulletin and negotiate adding
The Journal of Environmental and Sustainability Law with
the Missouri Bar Association. We also want to invite
student publications to discuss publishing journals
electronically on this platform.
Student publications: Highlight prize-winning student
publications.

Faculty and students can
work with us to expand
the reach of the
Scholarship Repository
Working together to
expand the reach of your
in several ways. First,
research
retain key rights when
signing copyright
agreements. See the resources for authors at
http://www.sparc.arl.org/resources/authors/
addendum. Second, choose journals that have liberal
open-access policies. Third, work with us to keep the
Scholarship Repository fresh. Let us know when you have
new publications!

Symposia: Archive symposia presentations.
Law School Archives: Select and add images and text
from the University of Missouri School of Law Archives in
support of the mission of
the Law School,
particularly where it will
aid in scholarship or
Development activities.
Archives of the University
of Missouri School of Law
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